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The 3-day International Conference on Corporate Law & Finance (ICCF), held from
November 3rd to 5th, 2023, at Institute of Law, Nirma University, marked a resounding
success in fostering knowledge exchange and providing a platform for insightful
discussions.
ICCF commenced with an inspiring Inauguration Ceremony, setting the stage for a series
of insightful discussions. Engaging paper presentations on themes like Capital Markets &
Securities Law, Foreign Investment, and Corporate Insolvency not only showcased the
depth of knowledge but also made each session an opportunity for interactive learning.
The Gala Dinner provided an ideal networking setting, allowing participants to forge
connections that extended beyond formal sessions.

Day 2 maintained the momentum with presentations on Private Equity, Venture Capital,
Financial Innovation, and Digital Finance. The final day focused on Corporate Frauds &
White-Collar Crimes, featuring thought-provoking presentations that left a lasting impact.
The Valedictory Ceremony was a fitting conclusion, recognizing the outstanding
contributions of participants and speakers alike.

The conference witnessed active participation from scholars, practitioners, and students,
creating a dynamic and inclusive atmosphere. The depth of knowledge shared during the
paper presentations showcased the latest trends and advancements in corporate law and
finance. The involvement of esteemed partners in the adjudication process not only added
credibility to the event but also provided a unique learning opportunity for participants.
Their insights and feedback contributed significantly to the overall success of the
conference.
In summary, the ICCF 2023 proved to be a successful and informative event, fostering a
robust exchange of knowledge and creating a platform for lasting professional
relationships. 
ICCF 2023 was not just a conference; it was a celebration of knowledge, connections, and

enjoyment.

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
COORPORATE LAWS AND FINANCE 





13TH GNLU MOOT COURT COMPETITON 2023 
It is with immense pride and joy that we 
announce a momentous achievement by our 
ILNU team at the 13th GNLU International 
Moot Court Competition 2022. The triumphant 
team, consisting of Akshat Kothari, Nayanika Goyal and Jaysinh Kela,
achieved an extraordinary feat by defeating the University of Oxford in
the finals. The individual brilliance of Nayanika Goyal and Jaysinh Kela
was also recognized, with Nayanika being awarded the Best Speaker in
the Finals and Jaysinh Kela securing the Second-Best Speaker of the
competition. The victory at the 13th GNLU International Moot Court
Competition not only underscores the excellence of our students but also
reaffirms Nirma University's commitment to nurturing legal talent of the
highest caliber.

SAM SPORTS ARBITRATION MOOT COURT
COMPETITION 2023 

ILNU WINS BIG IN ALL INDIA  MOOT
COURT COMPETITIONS!  

It is with immense pride and joy that we announce 
a momentous achievement by our esteemed 
representatives in the 2nd Edition of the Sports 
Arbitration Moot, 2023. The team comprising 
Priyanka Jaiswal, Rishav Kumar, Vamika 

Chourasiya, Aditi Sharma, and Roshi Surele secured the first place and won the
competition. This remarkable accomplishment marks a historic moment for Nirma
University, as it is our first-ever representation in this esteemed competition on the
global stage. The dedication, perseverance, and excellence exhibited by the team
resonate with the spirit and values that Nirma University upholds. This
accomplishment reflects the dedication, resilience, and sportsmanship that are
ingrained in the ethos of Nirma University. 



10TH INSOL INDIA NLIU NATIONAL  CORPORATE LAW MOOT 2022 
It is with immense joy and pride that we announce
the achievement of our team in the 10th INSOL
India-NLIU National Corporate Law Moot Court
Competition, 2022, comprising of Samridhi Shrimali,
Vinay Kella and Aditi Rathore emerged as the
winners of this prestigious competition. This victory
not only reflects the excellence of our students but
also underscores Nirma University's commitment to
nurturing legal talent of the highest caliber. On
behalf of the entire college community, we extend
our heartiest congratulations to the team and the
entire support network involved in this
extraordinary accomplishment.

VSL-CCI MOOT COURT COMPETITION  
It is with immense pride and joy that we extend our
congratulations to the team comprising Amitansh
Kumar, Divyanshi Yadav, and Arusha Mishra from
the Institute of Law, Nirma University for their
remarkable achievement of becoming the winners of
the VSL-CCI 1st National Moot Court Competition
on Competition Law. This victory reflects the
dedication, hard work, and expertise that the
students have acquired during their academic
journey. 

It is with immense pleasure and pride that we
extend our warmest congratulations to the team
comprising Riddhi Jhawar, Gargi Bindal and
Rahul Jacob from the Institute of Law, Nirma
University. Their exceptional performance in the
BR Sawney Constitutional Law Moot Court
Competition, where they reached the quarter-
finals, is truly commendable and showcases the
high caliber of legal acumen instilled at ILNU. 

BR SAWHNEY MOOT COURT
COMPETITION 2023 



UWSL INTERNATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION 2023

It is with immense pride and joy that we
announce a momentous achievement by
our esteemed representatives in the
UWSL International Moot Court
Competition 2023. The team comprising
Mahek (22bal034), Nidhi Kamath
(22bal100), and Tanisha Rai (22bal208)
secured the prestigious title of 2nd
Runners Up in this esteemed competition
on the global stage.
This remarkable accomplishment marks
a historic moment for our university, as
it underscores our commitment to
fostering excellence in the realm of
international law and environmental
justice. The dedication, perseverance,
and excellence exhibited by the team
resonate with the spirit and values that
we uphold. This accomplishment reflects
the dedication, resilience, and
unwavering pursuit of justice that are
ingrained in the ethos of our university.

13TH K.R. RAMAMANI TAXATION
MOOT COURT COMPETITION, 2023

A total of 31 teams from across the
country participated in the 13th
K.R. Ramamani Memorial
Taxation moot court competition
held here on Saturday.
The moot court was hosted by the
Tamil Nadu Dr. Ambedkar Law
University’s School of Excellence in
its premises in Perungudi. The
competition aims to develop the
next generation of tax practitioners
and is conducted in memory of K.R.
Ramamani, often referred to as the
‘Palkhivala of the South
.



15TH FRANKFURT INVESTMENT ARBITRATION MOOT COURT, 2023

The team qualified to be one of the Top 6 teams representing India at the World Rounds
of the 15th Frankfurt Investment Arbitration Moot 2023 and represented the University in
further rounds at Goethe University Frankfurt, Germany. The gravity and magnitude of
this moment are unprecedented and unparalleled, it makes the entire Nirma University
overjoyed and absolutely thrilled. Such an achievement is reflective of their constant hard
work and consistent efforts. It was a huge breakthrough for the team as they have
achieved such incredible heights at one of the most prestigious Moot Court Competitions
in the world. By making ILNU a representative on behalf of the entire country at such a
dignified platform, the team did justice to the faith reposed by the Institute in their
capabilities as well as the Institute's own longstanding legacy of excellence in legal
academia. The team dealt with niche and complex topics of Investment and Arbitration, as
well as the infinitely expansive field of Public International Law

 7TH LAW COLLEGE DEHRADUN MOOT COURT COMPETITION, 2023

The competition was organized by the Law College
Dehradun, Uttaranchal University between 24-26
February 2023. The competition constituted complex
Constitutional issues such as the secession of a state from
the country, the Hijab Ban, and the imposition of the
President's Rule under Article 356 of the Constitution. It is
with great pleasure and pride that we announce the
outstanding achievement of our Institute of Law. The team
has been adjudged as Semi-finalistsin this prestigious
competition,showcasing their exceptional skills and
dedication to the Constitutional Law. This remarkable
accomplishment is a testament to the exceptional skills,
dedication, and hard work demonstrated by the team.
.



NHRC RGNUL MOOT COURT COMPETITION  

We are delighted to share yet another triumph by our
team at the NHRC-RGNUL Moot Court Competition,
2023. The team, comprising Rishi Chouksey, Stuti Jain,
and Krishnakant Bakliya, exhibited exceptional legal
acumen and dedication, earning them the title of
Quarter-finalists in this prestigious competition. In
addition to their impressive performance, the team also
clinched the coveted Best Memorial for Applicant, a
remarkable accomplishment that speaks volumes about
their research and advocacy skills.

13TH UPES MOOT COURT COMPETITION  
We are delighted to share the that the team
comprising Harsh Panjwani, Srashti Ostwal, and
Shivam Goyal  represented our institute at the
13th UPES Dr. Paras Diwan Memorial
International 'Energy Law' Moot Court
Competition, 2023, organized by UPES,
Dehradun. We are particularly thrilled to
announce that the team was honored with the
title of "Best Researcher."  This individual
recognition is a testament to the team's collective
research skills, dedication to the subject matter,
and their ability to contribute meaningfully to
the competition.

It is with great pleasure and pride that we announce
the outstanding achievement of our Institute of Law
team comprising Nandini Srivastava, Shreyanshi
Animesh, and Srinanda Chatterjee in the XXVIIth All
India Moot Court Competition, 2023 organized by
University Law College, Bangalore University,
Bangalore. The team has been awarded the prestigious
citation for the Best Memorial. This remarkable
accomplishment is a testament to the exceptional
skills, dedication, and hard work demonstrated by the
team.

27TH ALL INDIA MOOT COURT COMPETITON  



SURANA & SURANA - SHAASTRA IIT MADRAS INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY LAW MOOT COURT COMPETITION 

We are pleased to announce the
commendable performance of the
Institute's team comprising Ayushi
Tripathi, Mansi Bhatiaan, and
Akansha Yadav in the Surana &
Surana - Shaastra IIT Madras
Intellectual Property Law Moot
Court Competition. The team has
been adjudged as quarter-finalists
in this prestigious competition,
showcasing their exceptional skills
and dedication to intellectual
property law. We are thrilled to
share that Ayushi Tripathi has
been  recognized as the "Best Lady
Advocate" in the competition, a
testament to her outstanding legal
acumen and advocacy skills. This
individual honor reflects the
dedication and talent that our
students bring to such
competitions. 

6TH HV PERERA QC MEMORIAL
INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION VICTORS
MOOT COURT COMPETITION 2023 
It is with immense pride that we announce the
success of the team comprising Shreya Shukla,
Shivani Bothra, Sneh Singhania, and Arnav Mehta,
who emerged as the Winners of the 6th H.V. Perera
Q.C. Memorial International Arbitration Moot
Competition (Victors Moot) 2023. This remarkable
achievement stands as a historic moment for ILNU,
marking the first instance of any ILNU team
securing a citation at this prestigious moot. In
addition to their team victory, Shivani Bothra was
conferred with the award for the Best Oralist,
recognizing her exceptional oral advocacy skills. The
team's performance received acclaim at every stage
of the competition, attesting to their legal acumen,
research capabilities, and eloquence in presenting
complex arguments.





1ST RMNLU KOCHAR AND KOCHAR CO.
ARBITRATION MOOT COURT COMPETITION 2023

The recent accomplishment of the team
comprising Diya Ambavi, Geethika PM, and
Navya Yadav, who secured the position of
Semi-Finalists at the inaugural edition of the
1st RMNLU Kochhar and Co. Arbitration
Moot Court Competition 2023, is a
remarkable achievement for our college. In
addition to their commendable journey to
the semi-finals, the team also earned the
prestigious "Best Memorial" citation during
the competition. This success not only
reflects the exceptional talent and
dedication of the participating students but
also highlights the college's commitment to
nurturing excellence in legal education. 

2ND CNLU CYBER LAW MOOT 
COURT COMPETITIOM 

The achievement of our team
comprising Srishti Surana, Ayushi
Sharma, and Aparna Kumari,
emerged as the Runners-Up in the
2nd Cyber Law National Moot
Court Competition, 2023. Their
dedication and persistence
throughout this challenging journey
notonly exemplify the values of our
institution but also inspire others to
strive for excellence in the legal
domain. 



Organized by Sharda University Institute
of Law. The moot court competition was
an exhilarating one with participation of
more than 60 teams.
The problem comprised of data privacy
concerns and its altercation with
constitutional gurantees. The problem also
consisted of issues of abuse of dominance
under competition law. 

Dhananjay Dubey along with his team
comprising of Ananta Vyas and Eeshan
Mishra emerged as runners-up in the said
competition and were successful in bagging
the trophy and 25000 cash prize. Ananta
was the best speaker in the tournament.

ANAND SWAROOP GUPTA MEMORIAL INTERNATIONAL MOOT
COURT COMPETITION

The team comprising Nidhi Singh , Saksham Rastogi ,
and Shivansh Tyagi , has been adjudged as Semi-
Finalists in the 10th edition of the prestigious NLUO
International Maritime Arbitration Moot Court
Competition, 2023 organized by National Law
University, Odisha. The competition dealt with the
intricacies of maritime law and International
Arbitration. The 10th NLU O IMAM witnessed
participation from several reputed law schools from
across the country, and our team's success among
such stiff competition is indeed commendable. The
team's exceptional skills and performance were highly
appreciated by the judges and fellow competitors.

NLUO INTERNATIONAL MARITIME ARBITRATION
MOOT COURT COMPETITION, 2023



We take great pride in announcing the
remarkable achievement of our team
comprising Sanjana Grover, Ana Jain,
and Ishita Pal, who secured the Runners-
up position at the esteemed 16th
NALSAR BR Sawhney Memorial Moot
Court Competition 2023. The team's
success underscores their exceptional
legal skills, research acumen, and
effective advocacy showcasing their
ability to navigate complex legal
scenarios. Congratulations to the team
for their outstanding performance, which
adds to the reputation and standing of
our institution in the legal academic
community.

16TH NALSAR BR SAWHNEY MEMORIAL
MOOT COURT COMPETITION 2023

It is with immense joy that we announce
the achievement of our team comprising
Anjali Sharma, Vanshika Mathur, and
Keshav Kulshrestha at the 9th Professor
V.S. Mani International Law Moot Court
Competition, 2023. The team secured the
esteemed runners-up position, a testament
to their exceptional legal acumen,  
teamwork,  and dedication. Furthermore,
Keshav Kulshrestha was honored as  the
Best Researcher, highlighting his
outstanding contribution to the team's
success. Congratulations to the team for
their exemplary performance,
exemplifying the commitment to
excellence upheld by our institution.

 9TH PROFESSOR V.S. MANI INTERNATIONAL LAW 
MOOT COURT COMPETITION, 2023



DEBATING CULTURE AT ILNU  



RPM PARLIAMNETARY DEBATE COMPETITION 2023
We are thrilled to share the remarkable achievements of our students and adjudicators in the
RPM Parliamentary Debate Competition, 2023. Their exemplary performance and dedication
have brought immense pride to our institution.

Aarush Sharma1.
Invited Adjudicator
Open Grand Finals Judge

Ananya Kaushik, Srinanda Chatterjee2.
Open Quarter-Finalists

Radhika Dinesh, N. Pompi Devi3.
Novice Semi-Finalists

Vanshika Mathur4.
Adjudicator Break
Novice Semi-Finals Judge

These accomplishments highlight the exceptional talent, eloquence, and debating skills of our
participants and adjudicators. We extend our sincere congratulations to each of them for their
outstanding contributions to the success of our college in this prestigious competition.

ILNU DEBATE SOCIETY  

GRAND FINALS AT INTERTEXT PRE-ABP, 2023
We are delighted to extend our
heartfelt congratulations to Priyanshi
Rachchh  for  her noteworthy
accomplishment as an invited
adjudicator and Grand Finals Judge
at the Intertext Pre-
ABP,2023.Priyanshi’s participation  
and   contribution to the event
showcase her expertise, dedication,
and commitment to the field of
debating. Being invited as a Grand
Finals Judge is a testament to her
proficiency and standing in the
debating community. Priyanshi’s role
in shaping the culmination of the
competition reflects not only her
individual brilliance but also adds
prestige to our institution.



We are thri l led to share the outstanding achievements of our participants in the
NALSAR Intervarsity Debate,  2023. Their remarkable performance has brought
great pride to our institution and exemplif ies the excellence that ILNU stands
for.

Tanshi  Tiwari1.
Breaking Adjudicator
Novice Pre-Semi-Finals Judge

Yashaswi Trivedi,  Shubhamkar Bhandari2.
Novice Pre-Semi-Finalists

Partha Singh, Shashvat Narindra3.
Reserve Break (Open Category)

These achievements highlight the talent,  dedication, and eloquence of our
participants in the competit ive arena of debating.  We extend our sincere
congratulations to Tanshi Tiwari,  Yashaswi Trivedi,  Shubhamkar Bhandari,
Partha Singh, Shashvat Narindra,  and the entire Institute Of Law, Nirma
University debating community for their  outstanding contributions.

NALSAR INTRAVARSITY DEBATE, 2023

We are thrilled to share the wonderful news
that Aarush Sharma has been recognized as
the Best Adjudicator at the World School
Debate Open. This prestigious achievement
is a testament to Aarush's exceptional
adjudicating skills and expertise in the
world of debating. Aarush Sharma's
dedication, knowledge, and influence as an
adjudicator have not only brought honor to
our institution but also highlighted the high
standards of excellence at ILNU, Nirma
University. The Best Adjudicator award at
the World School Debate Open is a
significant recognition of Aarush's
contribution to the debating community.

WORLD SCHOOL DEBATE OPEN



QUYNAAT WOMEN AND GENDER SEXUAL MINORITIES
DEBATE NOVICE WINNER 
We with great pride announce the outstanding
achievement of Srinanda Chatterjee,  Ananya
Kaushik, and Shrestha Chaudermet,  who were
adjudged as the Novice Winners in the 8th Quynaat
Women and Gender Sexual Minorities
Debate.Furthermore the team comprising Tanya
Aithani ,  Ananya Bansal  ,  and Radhika Dinesh  was
declared as the Novice Quarterfinalist.  This
notable accomplishment not only highlights the
team's exceptional prowess in debating but also
underscores their nuanced understanding of issues
related to women and gender sexual minorities.
The Quynaat Debate, known for its intellectual
rigor, attracts participants from diverse
backgrounds, making this victory particularly
commendable.  The Novice Winners tit le reflects
the team's adeptness in articulating and advocating
for their perspectives.

We are overjoyed to share the outstanding achievements of
our talented debaters and adjudicators who participated in
the GNLU Debate 2023. Their exemplary performances
have not only brought honor to our institution but also
underscored the high standards of excellence at ILNU.
Adjudicators:

Priyanshi Rachchh, Aarush Sharma - Invited
Adjudicators

1.

Sreshta Chowdermet - Breaking Adjudicator2.
Debaters: 

Srinanda Chatterjee, Ananya Kaushik - Open Runners-
Up

1.

Yashaswi Trivedi, Shubhamkar Bhandari - Open
Finalists

2.

Partha Singh, Shashvat Narindra - Open Finalists3.
Srinanda, Shubhamkar, Ananya, Tanshi Tiwari - 3rd,
5th, 6th, 9th Best Speakers respectively

4.

Priyanshi Rachchh and Aarush Sharma's role as Invited
Adjudicators reflects their expertise and influence in the
debating community. Sreshta Chowdermet's recognition as
a Breaking Adjudicator is a testament to their adjudicating
skills.

GNLU DEBATE 2023 



 

We are  del ighted to  announce and extend our  heartfe l t  congratulat ions  to  the
fol lowing indiv iduals  for  the ir  except ional  achievements  in  var ious  compet i t ions :

Best  Writ ten  Judgment :1.
Pancham Prabhune
Harshit  S ingh

  2 .Judgment  Del iberat ion  Compet i t ion:
Vinay Kel la
Mahek Shah

  3 .Client  Counse l l ing  Compet i t ion:
Surabhi  Agarwal

  4 .Consumer  Complaint  Compet i t ion:
Surabhi  Agarwal

  5 .PIL Draft ing  Compet i t ion:
Divyanshi  Yadav

  6 .Extempore  Compet i t ion:
Sanjana Grover

Each of  these  indiv iduals  has  demonstrated except ional  ski l l s ,  knowledge,  and
dedicat ion in  the ir  respect ive  compet i t ions .  Their  success  not  only  br ings  honor  to
themselves  but  a lso  ref lects  the  commitment  to  exce l lence  at  Inst i tute  Of  Law,  Nirma
Univers i ty .

HKDC
It is with immense joy and pride that we
announce the exceptional achievement of
Priyanshi Rachchh ,  who has been recognized
as the Overall Best Adjudicator at HKDC. 
Priyanshi Rach's dedication, expertise, and
influence as an adjudicator have not only
brought honor to our institution but have
also exemplified the commitment to
excellence at ILNU, Nirma University. The
title of Overall Best Adjudicator at HKDC is
a well-deserved acknowledgment of
Priyanshi 's significant impact in the field of
debating.

INDIVIDUAL ACHIEVEMENTS 



QED PARLIAMENTARY DEBATE
CHAMPIONSHIP 2023

Description of the tournament: A national
debate tournament was held under the name of
'QED Parliamentary Debate Championship 2023'
from 4th to 6th November and it was organised
by BITS Pilani. The Institute, known for its
prowess and ardent cultural participation in arts
and literature, saw a colossal participation of
over 80 teams from all across the country in the
tournament.

Achievement: In this very tournament, the team
comprising N. Pompi Devi  ,  Tanya Aithani  and
Ananya Bansal   broke 9th on tabs and debated at
the Open Octo-Finals.





ILNU TRIUMPHS SPECTACULARLY IN ARBITRATION
CONTESTS HELD THROUGHOUT INDIA!

NLIU ADR 
 We are thrilled to extend our warmest congratulations to

Harshvardhan Singh Rathore, Atulit Raj and Ojaswini Singh
for their performance in the 11th NLIU INADR
International Mediation Tournament, 2022. It is with
immense pride that we acknowledge the collective efforts of
Team ILNU, who, by assuming the roles of Client,
Counsel, and Mediator during the Preliminary Rounds,
showcased unparalleled dedication and expertise. Special
commendation goes to Harshvardhan Singh Rathore for his
remarkable role as the Mediator in both the Semi-Finals
and the Grand Finale. His exceptional performance, along
with the support of the co-mediator from SLS, Hyderabad,
in facilitating the mediation session between NUJS,
Kolkata, and NALSAR, Hyderabad, truly set a high
standard in the field. We are delighted to announce that
ILNU has been adjudged the "Best Mediating Team," a
testament to the outstanding skills, professionalism, and
teamwork exhibited by the entire squad.

SK MISRA MEMORIAL INTERNATIONAL MEDIATION
COMPETITION 2023

 Sanskruti Makwana's outstanding performance in the
4th SK Misra Memorial International Mediation
Competition 2023, where she was adjudged as the
Runners-Up, is a testament to her legal acumen and
mediation skills. The competition, organized by Lloyd
College and conducted online from 10th to 12th
March 2023, signifies the significance of alternative
dispute resolution mechanisms in the contemporary
legal landscape. Makwana's achievement not only
reflects her individual excellence but also underscores
the commitment of our institution to foster a culture
of excellence in legal education. The competition's
international nature adds further prestige to her
accomplishment, showcasing her ability to excel on a
global platform. 



We are delighted to announce a commendable achievement by
our representative, Niveditha R, who secured the Runner-Up
Counsel position in the 1st Virtual International Client
Counselling Competition 2023 (1st VICC) organized by
Mediate Guru in collaboration with Luthra and Luthra law
offices India.

Mediate Guru, in its commitment to bridging the gap between
communities and mediators, organized this virtual competition
in January to foster social awareness and provide a platform
for students to showcase their skills in preventive law and
counseling functions.

Niveditha R's outstanding performance is a testament to her
knowledge, practical skills, and dedication to excellence in the
field of client counseling, focusing on contract law.
 

1ST CNLU MEDIATION COMPETITION 2023
 We are delighted to announce a significant achievement

by Pakhi Jain , a representative of our institution, who
has been adjudged and declared as the Runner-Up
Mediator at the CNLU National Mediation Competition
2023. The competition, organized by the Chanakya Centre
for Alternative Dispute Resolution in association with
PSL Advocates & Solicitors and Singhania & Partners
LLP, aimed to foster an environment for academic
research and the development of Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) culture among students.

The competition, held in a hybrid manner, witnessed
participation from over 28 teams across the country,
including esteemed institutions such as NALSAR
Hyderabad, NLIU Bhopal, and RGNUL Patiala. Pakhi
Jain's exemplary skills and efforts were acknowledged and
praised at each level of the contest, making her stand out
among the participants.

1ST VIRTUAL INTERNATIONAL CLIENT COUNSELLING
COMPETITION 2023 (1ST VICC) ORGANISED BY MEDIATE GURU
WITH LUTHRA AND LUTHRA LAW OFFICES 



We are thrilled to announce a notable achievement
by our negotiating team at the 5th NUJS
Mediation Competition, 2023. Vidhi Agarwal and
Tanisha Gautam , representing our institution, have
been adjudged and declared as the Quarter-Finalist
of this prestigious competition.

The NUJS Mediation Competition, the flagship
event of the ADR Society of NUJS, Kolkata, is
renowned for its global participation and 

 

3RDJUSTICE J.S. VERMA MEMORIAL 
NATIONAL ADRCC COMPETITION 

 It is with great pleasure that we share a commendable
achievement by our negotiating team at the 3rd Justice
J.S. Verma Memorial ADRCC Competition. Hardik
Gupta  and Eva Gupta , who represented our institution,
have been adjudged and declared as the Quarter-Finalist
of this esteemed competition.

The competition, organized by MAIMS’ Alternative
Dispute Resolution Committee (ADRC), witnessed
participation from over 24 teams across the country,
including notable institutions such as NLIU Bhopal,
NLUO, MNLU. Our team's efforts were highly praised at
every level of the contest, reflecting their dedication,
skills, and ability to excel in alternative dispute
resolution.

MAIMS' Justice J.S. Verma Memorial ADRCC
Competition aims to encourage the effective use of
alternative dispute resolution mechanisms and promote
an open exchange of ideas between students and legal
professionals. The competition includes segments like
Mediation, Arbitration, Negotiation, and Client
Counselling.

5TH NUJS MEDIATION COMPETITION 2023

collaboration with top-tier law firms and chambers in India. Our negotiating team's success
reflects their dedication, skills, and ability to compete at the highest level. The competition
witnessed participation from over 32 teams across the country, including esteemed institutions
such as NLIU Bhopal, NLUD, NLUO, MNLU.





We are delighted to announce a notable achievement by our
negotiating team at the 5th RGNUL National Sports and
Entertainment Law Mediation Competition, 2023. Suhani
Kabra  and Girisha Soni , representing our institution, have
been adjudged and declared as the Quarter-Finalist of this
prestigious competition.

This competition, organized by the Centre for Alternative
Dispute Resolution (CADR) at Rajiv Gandhi National
University of Law (RGNUL), witnessed participation from
over 32 teams across the country. Suhani and Girisha's efforts
were highly praised at every level of the contest, showcasing
their dedication, skills, and proficiency in alternative dispute
resolution.

RGNUL, Punjab, has been a pioneer in legal education, and
the CADR aims to promote students' and researchers' interest
in Alternative Dispute Resolution.

5TH RGNUL NATIONAL SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT LAW
MEDIATION COMPETITION 

5TH ONLINE DISPUTE RESOLUTION COMPETITION 
(ODRC) INTERNATIONAL, 2023

We are delighted to announce a remarkable achievement by our esteemed
mediator, Saksham Pandey , who represented ILNU at the 5th Online
Dispute Resolution Competition (ODRC) International, 2023. Saksham
has been adjudged and declared as the Quarter-finalist mediator of the
competition.

The ODRC International competition witnessed participation from over
50 mediators globally, and Saksham's outstanding performance secured a
place among the top 16 in the global rounds. Notably, only two mediators
from India advanced to the quarterfinals, showcasing the high level of
competition.

The ODRC competition was designed to enhance participants' negotiation
skills by immersing them in various workplace scenarios, fostering a
deeper understanding of negotiation dynamics. This platform provided an
opportunity for participants to engage in background research and learn
about conflict resolution in diverse fields.

.



COL. DR. JEPPIAAR 1ST NATIONAL MEDIATION COMPETITION ORGANISED BY
CENTRE OF ADR, SCHOOL OF LAW SATHYABAMA INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY. 
 

We are thrilled to share a momentous achievement by our talented team at the
Col. Dr Jeppiaar 1st National Mediation Court Competition, 2023. Jahnvi
Mishra , Siddhartha Shrivastava , and Ayushi Tripathi  from Institute Of Law,
represented our institution and have been declared as the Runners-up.

Organized by the Centre for ADR at Satyabhama Institute of Science and
Technology, this nationwide competition focused on mediation as an effective
alternative dispute resolution method. Our team showcased exceptional skills,
understanding, and proficiency in the field, competing with participants from
across the country.

The competition, with its theme centered around Labour Law and Mediation,
provided a platform for our participants to develop dynamic mediation skills
and practical knowledge in the field.





QUIZ TEAM ILNU
NATIONAL ENVIORMENT LAW QUIZ COMPETITION BY FORMUM
LEGITITMUM WINNER

It is with great pleasure and honor that we announce
the remarkable achievement of Yogesh Agarwal, who
was declared as the Winner of the National
Environment Law Quiz Competition organized by
Forum Legitimum. This prestigious competition,
dedicated to environmental law, draws participants
from across the nation, making Yogesh Agarwal's
victory a testament to his exceptional knowledge and
expertise in this specialized field of law. The
National Environment Law Quiz Competition by
Forum Legitimum is renowned for its rigor and
adherence to high academic standards. This
achievement underscores our commitment to
nurturing students with a profound understanding of
environmental law, a crucial aspect of legal practice
in contemporary times.

CONQUIZ - THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION QUIZ
Tanay Mehta and Om shah, the
Winners of the Conquiz - The Indian
Constitution Quiz, we are thrilled to
extend our heartfelt congratulations
to both of you for securing the first
place in Conquiz - The Indian
Constitution Quiz. Your impressive
performance in this competition
reflects your deep understanding of
the Indian Constitution and your
dedication to academic excellence.
Winning first place is a significant
accomplishment and a testament to
your knowledge, teamwork, and
commitment to excellence. Your
success brings pride not only to
yourselves but also to our
institution.



SPORTS AT ILNU  
YUVARDHA VII NLUJ 2023
We are thrilled to announce a

momentous achievement by our

institute's girls' football team, who

clinched victory at the NLUJ's

Yuverdha Sport Fest. This

triumph is a testament to the

extraordinary talent, cohesion,

and unwavering commitment

exhibited by our players. A special

acknowledgment is due to Krishna

Sorathia, whose stellar

performance earned her the

distinguished title of the highest

goal scorer of the entire

tournament.This accomplishment

underscores not only the prowess

of our athletes but also the

institution's dedication to

fostering excellence in sports

alongside academic pursuits. We

take great pride in

commemorating this significant

milestone, which undoubtedly

enhances our institute's legacy as a

center for all-around excellence.





PUBLICATIONS FROM STUDENTS AT ILNU

 SCOPE OF SECTION 8 & 17 OF THE ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION ACT, 1996.

INDIAN JOURNAL OF LEGAL REVIEW (IJLR), 3 (2) OF 2023,  
PG. 182-187, APIS – 3920 – 0001 & ISSN – 2583-2344.

 
By- Sunit Pratap

The study evaluates the arbitration and conciliation act in India,

focusing on its historical aspects and procedural deficiencies.

The 1940 and 1996 Acts regulate arbitration, focusing on

alternative dispute resolution (ADR) procedures in

international commercial contracts. Arbitration is preferred due

to its efficiency, cost-effectiveness, confidentiality, impartiality,

and independence, making it a crucial method for resolving

commercial disputes in India and globally.

 

 ASSESSING THE UNLAWFUL ACTIVITIES (PREVENTION) ACT, 1967
(UAPA) AND ITS IMPACT ON HUMAN RIGHTS

   INDIAN JOURNAL OF LEGAL REVIEW (IJLR), 3 (1) OF 2023, PG. 409-
416, ISSN – 2583-2344.

By-Anmol Niranjan

The study examines the impact of the Universal Anti-Abusive

Penal Code (UAPA) on human rights. It reveals that the

UAPA has led to 72% more arrests in 2019 than in 2015,

imposing unfair restrictions on human rights. The act is

particularly concerning for those opposing the government

system. The study emphasizes the importance of national

security in preserving a nation's sovereignty and integrity. It

suggests that a sovereign nation must develop strong anti-

terror legislation to defend its people against terrorist forces

and external aggression



 FANTASY SPORTS IN INDIA: THE UNDERLYING NEED FOR LEGISLATIVE REGULATION

 NLIU JOURNAL FOR LEGISLATIVE DRAFTING AND PARLIAMENTARY RESEARCH
(JLPDR) VOLUME I (PAGE NO. 78-85)

 
By-Prabhav Tripathi & Nihira Sharma

This paper examines the role of fantasy sports in

contemporary times, the apprehensions, and its constitutional

validity vis-à-vis the State list of which "betting and gambling"

is a part. Furthermore, a critical study from the legal

perspective has been made to measure the depth of the subject

matter subsuming relevant case laws, statutory provisions,

judgements, and the roots of a constitutional framework

under Article 19 (1) (g). While attempting to settle the "skill

vs. chance" debate, the paper also highlights the need for

legislature to regulate this arena.

.

 

NATIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH LAW: INDIA’S NEED TO FILL THE LEGAL
LACUNAE OF THE ARCHAIC EPIDEMIC DISEASES ACT, 1897

 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LAW MANAGEMENT AND HUMANITIES

(VOLUME 6, ISSN (O): 2581-5369)
By - Prabhav Tripathi & Teesha Gupta
This paper analyzes the flaws in the Epidemic 
Diseases Act and establishes why this more
than a century-old blunt health law is not in
consonance with the contemporary needs of
the nation. It seeks to discuss potential health
challenges against which India does not have
the necessary legal mechanisms in place and
how the draft of Public Health (Prevention,
Control and Management of Epidemics, Bio-
terrorism and Disasters) Act, 2017 exhibits the
potential to counter them. Further, this article
examines the proposed structure of the new
law, tests its constitutional validity, analyzes
previous national health policies and laws, and
discusses international covenants that focus
on global cooperation via rights-based
approach in Public Health Law.
 



NATIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH LAW: INDIA’S NEED TO FILL THE LEGAL
LACUNAE OF THE ARCHAIC EPIDEMIC DISEASES ACT, 1897

 
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF LAW MANAGEMENT AND HUMANITIES

(VOLUME 6, ISSN (O): 2581-5369)

BLOCKCHAIN AND NON-FUNGIBLE TOKENS: HOW THEY ARE SET TO ADVANCE THE
WORLD OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

JOURNAL
:INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF ENHANCED RESEARCH IN EDUCATIONAL

DEVELOPMENT (IJERED) ISSN: 2320-8708, VOL. 11 ISSUE 1, JAN-FEB, 2023, IMPACT
FACTOR: 7.326

 

By - Prabhav Tripathi & Teesha Gupta
This paper analyzes the flaws in the Epidemic 
Diseases Act and establishes why this more
than a century-old blunt health law is not in
consonance with the contemporary needs of
the nation. It seeks to discuss potential health
challenges against which India does not have
the necessary legal mechanisms in place and
how the draft of Public Health (Prevention,
Control and Management of Epidemics, Bio-
terrorism and Disasters) Act, 2017 exhibits the
potential to counter them. Further, this article
examines the proposed structure of the new
law, tests its constitutional validity, analyzes
previous national health policies and laws, and
discusses international covenants that focus
on global cooperation via rights-based
approach in Public Health Law.
 

By - Mahek 
 This research article explores what Non-Fungible
Tokens are and how they are on the path to advancing
the world of intellectual property rights, to the extent
that refusal to adapt would slow down the progress of
technological, artistic as well as innovative expansion.
It explain how, in this post-modern era of the genzinic
Pandora's box, the digital universe of blockchain
technology is set to transform the world of
Intellectual property rights, its creation, protection
and enforcement.
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